Congratulations!

LGS Class of 2019

Sean Allen

Sean’s favorite memory of LGS is music class,
but he also enjoyed doing experiments with
microscopes. He’s grateful to LGS for helping
him improve in math and science.

James Bauman
Tyler Batross

Though initially a struggle, Computer Coding
became Tyler’s favorite class at LGS. His
favorite memories of LGS include field trips
and community outings – and lunch!

Livy Berninger

“LGS helped me learn how to have fun,”
says Livy. She enjoyed trying activities
ranging from Taekwondo to cooking, and
simply playing cards with friends.

Owen Berta

At LGS, Owen enjoyed doing Brain Gym
PACE activities designed to help learners
stay calm and focused. In high school,
he wants to have the highest grade point
average.

Leah Dorizas

Leah says LGS helped her with social
skills, and after graduation she will miss
her LGS friends. In high school, she
plans to continue participating in theatre
productions.

Kai Grunenberg

Kai says he’ll miss LGS’s Tech Room – a
room students can go to at the end of the
day to hang out and use tech. After high
school, Kai sees himself working with a
computer.

James says he will miss “everything” about
LGS, especially his friends and teachers. He’s
grateful to LGS for helping him learn how to
stay focused and organized.

Alex Heter

Alex says all of the teachers and kids at LGS
are “awesome” and he will really miss them.
But he is excited about high school and,
eventually, running his own tech company.

Jason Huff

Jason says that LGS helped him gain new
social skills and how to ask for a break when
he needs it. He plans to continue working on
his social skills and making new friends.

Donovan Kemp

Donovan looks forward to meeting new
people in high school and being part of a
school club. He also says LGS helped him
be better focused and organized.

Jackson Ramsey

Jackson says, “Math is the best!” though
he also enjoys using technology. He looks
forward to being a good student in high
school and learning new things.

Max Rauch

Max’s favorite LGS memories are the
middle school dances! In high school he
plans to get good grades and, eventually,
become a car mechanic.

Soren Stout

Soren plans to join track and cross country
teams in high school, some day becoming
a coach. Math is his favorite academic
subject, though LGS has inspired him to
read more.

Nate Ireton

Nate’s favorite subjects are math and science,
but his favorite memories of LGS are of
drawing in the art room – a leisure activity he
plans to continue in high school.

